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Accompanying Personnel: F. McCoy

Approved by: b- k N/ N9
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Division of Reactor Safety

SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection involved 68 inspector-hours on site
in the area of licensee maintenance.

Results: _0f the one area inspected, or.e apparent violation was found in that
area.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees Contacted

*M. Bowling,' Assistant Station Manager
*D. Thomas, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor

'Other licensee employees contacted included two technicians, seven
operators, six mechanics and three office personnel. d

NRC Resident Inspectors

M. Branch, Senior Resident Inspector
J. Luehman, Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on October 26, 1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

This subject was not addressed in the inspection.

4. Unresolved items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
' determine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations or devia-
tions. New unresolved items identified during this inspection are discussed
in paragraph 10.

.5. Administrative Procedures Governing Maintenance

During the inspection, the inspectors reviewed licensee administrative
procedures governing maintenance which included North Anna Power Station
Administrative Procedure (ADM)-16.4. This procedure generally defines tha
licensee's maintenance program. It specifically categorizes maintenance
into corrective and preventative with the subcategories of major and minor.
Additionally, the procedure assig.. various maintenance program respon-
sibilities. to designated plant super,::'an, maintenance, and committee
personnel. The inspectors found '.n e aforementioned procedure to be
adequate.
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The inspectors reviewed ADM-16.5 " Work Requests" and ADM-16.7 " Maintenance
Reports." The inspectors found that these procedures adequately describe
the methods for generating and handling various maintenance documents.
ADM16.7, however, states that the existing Maintenance Report system would
be used for the Preventative Maintenance Program until June 1,1984, when
that program will be incorporated into the licensee's new Automated Work
Planning and Tracking System. At the time of the inspection, the aforemen-
tioned incorporation had not occurred and is now anticipated to occur in
early 1985. The inspectors informed licensee management that the aforemen-
tioned incorporation will be inspected at a later date as part of the NRC's
routine inspection program.

6. Procedural Compliance

Licensee administrative procedure ADM-5.8 states that procedure deviations
may be made as a result of unforeseen changes in the scope or complexity of
the work and that, normally, a deviation shall be applicable only to a
specific one time use of the procedure. Continued need for a particular
deviation should result in a procedure change. The inspectors reviewed
selected, completed mechanical and electrical maintenance procedures and
noted that numerous procedure deviations had been written on many
procedures.

Some procedures such as MMP-C-W-1 and hMP-C-W-4 (Welding Procedures) have
had standing deviations written which have been applicable for the term of
the last Units 1 and 2 outages. Interviews conducted with maintenance
procedure writers indicated that, after the Unit 2 startup, those procedures
requiring revisions would be revised to incorporate these deviations. This
ir. tent was confirmed by licensee management. The inspectors informed
licensee management that the performance of the aforementioned procedure
revisions will be followed by the NRC as an Inspector Followup Item
(50-338/84-41-01, 50-339/84-41-01).

The inspector reviewed select completed or in progress maintenance
activities including procedure reviews, personnel interviews and observa-
tions at the work sites. Tne following observations were made by the
inspectors:

a. Regarding completed Work Request No. 043773 for CC Supply to "A" RC |
Pump LO, Stator, Shroud and Thermal Barrier; Electrical Maintenance
Procedure (EMP)-C-TSR-1 was used by licensee personnel to perform this
maintenance. The inspectors noted that under Section 2.0, " References"
of the procedure, some of the references stated were " applicable
manufacturer instruction manuals, prints, and drawings," and
" applicable station administrative procedures." The inspectors
expressed concern that such references are vague and of little use to
the individual performing the maintenance. These types of references
repeatedly appear in the licensee's maintenance procedures. Licensee
management acknowledged the inspector's concerns. Section 8.0, Post
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Maintenance Checkout" of the aforementioned procedure indicates that
the procedure was reentered and some maintenance steps were
reperformed; however, one space of initials indicating completion
appears next to the accomplished maintenance steps although the steps
had been accomplished several times.

The inspectors also observed that only a few of the maintenance
procedures reviewed contained completion dates next to the performed
steps.

The inspectors expressed concern that since the licensee permits steps
of a procedure to be reperforned (procedure reentry), it would be
dif" ult for licensee supervision to determine when a maintenance step
was completed and by whom or even whether the maintenance step was
subsequently completed without some record of that activity. This is
of particular concern if the steps of the procedure are addressing
operability testing. Liceasee management acknowledged the inspector's

-concerns. The aforementioned concerns will be followed under the prior
Inspector Followup Item (50-338/84-41-01, 50-339/84-41-01).

7. Maintenance Control For Open Systems

The inspectors reviewed ADM-6.0 " Maintenance Control for Open System. The i
inspectors noted t,at the procedure requires that where work conducted on
the internals or over open safety-related systems where recovery of a
dropped article would be difficult or unlikely, an ent.'y log will be
maintained by an " Entry Watch" who is usually a member of the maintenance
force.

The inspectors then reviewed completed Work Request No. 035412 which covered
the UT examination of steam generator "J" nozzles. This work request was
completed by the use of maintenance procedure MMP-8-NDE-2 which required a
log to be maintained of all equipment entering the steam generator. The
inspectors found that attached to the completed procedure was an entry log
for Steam Generator 1A (Unit 2). The inspectors noted that neither the
completed log or the procedural step requiring verification of all tools

removed had received Q.C. involvement.

The inspectors were not able to locate specific station procedural guidance
regarding the establishment of Q.C. hold points in maintenance procedures.
Licensee Q.C. supervision indicated that the Q.C. staff relied on a deter-
mination of whether maintenance evolutions are within the " skill of the
trade" to determine if a hold point is required.

Interviews conducted with Q.C. personnel indicated that, by convention,
cleanliness inspecticns are usually performed for openings in safety-related
systems if opening diameters are greater than two inches. ;
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An interview conducted by an inspector with a mechanical maintenance
procedure writer indicated that he had been writing procedures for approxi-
mately one year. It is his responsibility to insert Q.C. hold points within
the procedure texts. The writer indicated that he was not a degreed
engineer but had a mechanical background both at the utility and in the
U. S. Navy as a mechanic. He further indicated that he had recently
completed a two day course in procedure writing but had not received formal
procedure writing training or specialized QC training prior to this course.

The inspectors noted that the draft procedures prepared by the wr e ar
received a .Q.C. review prior to approval. It is Q.C.'s function to ster-
mine whet.her the indicated hold points are appropriate which results, in
either a deletion or addition of procedural Q.C. requirements. The
inspectors expressed concern to licensee management regarding the apparent
lack of guidance regarding the establishment of Q.C. hold points. The
inspectors informed the licensee that such guidance ex.i s ts in
ANSI-N 45.2.4-1972 and ANSI-N 45.2.8-1975.

Additionally, the inspectors expressed concern over the apparent lack of
specific training for procedure writers. Licensee management acknowledged
the inspector's concerns. The inspectors indicated that the aforementioned
concerns will be considered an Inspector Followup Item (50-338/84-41-02,
50-339/84-41-02).

The inspectors observed work in progress on a containment purge isolation
valve, 2-HV-MOV-200D, being worked under Work Order No. 5902016379. The
inspectors specifically observed the performance of a 10 CFR 50 Appendix J
type C test after the valve seat "T" ring had been adjusted. This test was
performed under licensee procedure 2PT-61.3. The test connection and
associated valve represent a containment isolation. The inspectors noted
that 2PT-61.3 does not provide independent verification that the test
connection valve is closed. The inspectors reviewed Operating Procedure
2-0P-1E " Containment Integrity Checklist". This checklist indicated that
the 2-HV-MOV-200D had been independently verified closed; however, the test
connection valve associated with this purge system isolation valve as well
as the test connections valves associated with the other containment
Purge Isolation Valves did not appear on the checklist. The inspectors
visually checked that all Containment Purge Isolation Valve test connection
valves were closed for Units 1 and 2 after the performance of the PT. The
inspectcrs found the valves to be closed. The inspectors informed licensee
management that failure to independently verify the test connection valves
closed was contrary to NRC Order Confirming Commitments on Post-TMI Related
Issues No. 7590-01 for Docket Nos. 50-338 and 50-339, specifically
Item 1.C.6 which required the licensee to verify correct performance of
operating activities and that the licensee's 2-0P-1E " Containment Integrity
Checklist" was inadequate since it did not include the aforementioned valves
and is, therefore, contrary to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criteria V, which
states, in part, that activities affect ing quality shall be prescribed by
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documented instructions, procedures, or drawings, of a type appropriate to
the circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance with these
inst'uctions, procedures, or drawings. Instructions, procedures, or drawings
&' include appropriate quantitative or qualitative acceptance criteria
f. determining that important activities have been satisfactorily accom-
plished. This is a Violation (55-338/84-41-03, 50-339/84-41-03).

While reviewing system line-up check lists in the licensee's common control
room, the inspectors observed that on page 2 of 82 of 2-0P-1A (Pre-Start-Up
Checkoff List), item 1A.5 (Reactor Coolant System) had been checked as
completed and initialed as operable; however, the inspectors observed that
the valve checklist associated with the Reactor Coolant system 2-0P-54 was
incomplete in that a valve described as a " Vent Valve on Level Column" was
annotated as " CANT FIND". When questioned, licensee operations personnel
indicated that a number of attempts had been made to locate the
aforementioned valve and had been unsuccessful. The inspectors informed
licensee management of this situation. A subsequent unsuccessful attempt
was made to locate the valve on plant prints. Licensee management informed
the inspectors that apparently the valve had been incorrectly placed on the
checklist and that a procedure deviation would be issued to exclude the
valve. The inspectors questioned whether that valve had been previously
identified on prior checklists. Licensee management along with the
inspectors reviewed past completed checklists and noted that the valve in
question had been initialed in the closed position on May 11, 1983.

Licensee management indicated that they would pursue the identity and
location of the valve with the individual who last checked it. The
inspectors stated that licensee resolution of the aforementioned matter will
be tracked as an Inspector Followup Item (50-338/84-41-04, 50-339/84-41-04).

While observing the type C test on the Containment Purge Isolation Valve, an
inspector reviewed prior completed working copies of 2PT-61.3. The
inspector observed that, on many of the working copies the PT, the "as
found" valve lineup was not recorded as required by the procedure. The pts

in question included page 54 of 101 (Safety Injection), page 59 of 101
(Quench Spray Pump Discharge). The inspector, however, did observe that the
"as found" valve lineups were complete on the master copies maintained in
the office. The inspector expressed the concern to licensee management that
the master copies are suspect since some lineups require the recording of
numerous valves which are procedurally required to be returned to the "as
found" position at the completion of the test and the master copies are
later completed from the data on working copies. This matter will also be
tracked as an Inspector Followup Item (50-338/84-41-05, 50-339/84-41-05).

9. Machinery History

Interviews with licensee personnel and review of licensee maintained equip-
ment history records indicated that machinery history has been sketchy over
the operating history of the station; however, the inspectors observed that
an attempt is being made to capture past equipment history. Additionally,

the licensee is currently incorporating machinery history into the Automated
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Work Planning and Tracking System (WPTS).- The inspector noted that- the
licensee personnel maintaining the machinery history records were not able

-to identify whether machinery history was being maintained on all safety-
related equipment. Apparently, .this inability is due to the lack of a
machinery history index. This information was provided by the. inspector to
licensee management and was acknowledged by them.

10. Safety-Related Equipment Parts Replacement

Licensee Administrative Procedure ADM-2.1, Attachment II,. classifies plant
structures, systems, and . components. Those items identified by this

: procedure =_are assigned as Category I. Category-I is defined in ADM-4.0 as
those plant systems, portions of systems, structures, and equipment:

whose failure could result in a release of radioactivity that woulda.
endanger public safety, or

b. whose purpose is to mitigate the effect of such failure, or

' c. are required for safe operation, shutdown, and removal _ of residual
heat.

This procedure further describes Category II as those plant systems,
portions of-systems, structures and equipment:

aa. which are essential to the reliable generation of electric power, or

bb. whose failure could result in a serious hazard (unrelated to radio-
activity) to station operating personnel,'or

cc. ' which - contain radioactive materials, but whose failure could not-

release quantities sufficient to endanger public safety.

A maintenance supervisor indicated that some parts of Category I systems are
being replaced with Category II parts.

The inspectors informed licensee management that this practice appears to be
. questionable and will require further evaluation by the NRC and is,
therefore, considered as Unresolved Item (50-338/84-41-06, 50-339/84-41-06).

111. Preventive Maintenance

Licensee Administrative Procedures ADM-16.4, ADH-16.7 and ADM-16.9 define
the . preventive maintenance orogram at North Anna. All preventative
maintenance is scheduled on a PNS Data Base schedule and is controlled using ,

the Maintenance Report System. During non-outage periods approximately 150 '

1 preventive maintenances are scheduled to ba perforn.ed monthly per unit. *

During major outages approximately 800 preventative maintenances are -

scheduled to be performed;nanthly per unit. Otiring non outage periods
95-98% of the mo_nthly prev @tative maintenances are completed on schedule.

p .During major outages this percentage decreases'due to manpower constraints.
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For example during the recent dual unit refueling outage only 90% of the
monthly preventative maintenance was accomplished on schedule. The
licensee stated that the majority of those not completed on schedule were
routine weekly maintenance for non safety related equipment.

A review ~ of Preventative Maintenance Procedure E-14-M0V/R-1 for Motor
Operated Valve (MOV) Limit Switch and Motor preventative maintenance
reflects' that the maintenance performed is . adequate for MOV limit switches
and motors.

An assessment of the program as it now exists indicates that the program is
adequate. The effort required to manage this program could be relieved
however by making the transition to the work Planning and Tracking System
currently used for corrective Maintenance. The licensee stated that such a
transition is scheduled for implementation in early 1985.

12. -Independent Verification Program Associated With Tagouts for Maintenance
Activities

Independent Verification is currently defined by memorandum from the
Operations Superintendent to Operations Personnel dated March 31, 1983.
This memorandum currently limits independent verification to those
activities associated with returning equipment to service. Discussions with,

operations personnel reflects that this is the normal mode of operation..

During tagging of equipment for maintenance, VEPC0 Tagging Record (form
No. 889.7A) is utilized. The inspectors noted that the form currently in
use has been revised to include independent verification information.
However, the Administrative Procedure ADM-14.0 still requires use of an
older form which does not provide this information. The newer revised form
is the form which is used by operations personnel. The licensee committed
to revise ADM-14.0 to be consistent with actual conditions.

The Tagging Record currently is used allows the Shift Supervisor to
designate whether " Double Verification" is required for placing tags,
removing tags, or both; or whether " Double Verification" is-not required.

The inspectors expressed concern that the requirements for verification on
the tagout sheet only addressed the installation and removal of tags, and

L did not specifically address valve positioning; however, current practice is
to verify valve positioning. The licensee acknowledged the concern with
the tagout sheet.

The inspectors expressed concern that a Station Procedure has not been
issued to establish independent verification requirements. The licensee
stated that such a procedure was currently in draft form and would be issued
upon completion of the station review and approval process. A review of<

! this draft procedure indicates that independent verification will not be
" limited only to return of equipment to service but will apply to removal

from service as well which is considered to be necessary by the inspectors.
L Since this is incongruent with current practices, the inspectors consider

that training of ' operations personnel will be necessary to ensure proper
implementation of this procedure when issued.
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